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Abstract: Optical fiber pre-warning system (OFPS) is widely utilized in pipeline transport fields. 
The intrusions of OFPS need to be located. In this system, the original signals consist of noises, 
interferences, and intrusion signals. Here, noises are background and harmless interferences 
possessing with high power, and the intrusion signals are the main target of detection in this system. 
Hence, the study stresses on extracting the intrusion signals from the total ones. The proposed 
method can be divided into two parts, constant false alarm rate (CFAR) and dilation and erosion 
(DE). The former is applied to eliminate noises, and the latter is to remove interferences. According 
to some researches, the feature of noise background accords with the CFAR spatial detection. 
Furthermore, the detection results after CFAR can be presented as a binary image of time and space. 
Besides, interferences are relatively disconnected. Consequently, they can be eliminated by DE 
which is introduced from the image processing. To sum up, this novel method is based on CFAR and 
DE which can eliminate noises and interferences effectively. Moreover, it performs a brilliant 
detection performance. A series of tests were developed in Men Tou Gou of Beijing, China, and the 
reliability of proposed method can be verified by these tests. 
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1. Introduction 

Optical fiber pre-warning system (OFPS) is 

employed in monitoring the transport of petroleum 

and gas as well as forecasting the leakage to 

pipelines [1‒5]. Moreover, great losses have been 

avoided in the field of pipeline transport. Actually, 

the optical fibers are laid parallel with a pipeline in 

the same ditch. They are used not only to transmit 

data but also to extract vibration signals [6‒7]. In 

other words, intrusions on the ground are supposed 

to be forecasted by analyzing the extracted signals. 

Consequently, OFPS is of certain value to be studied 

[8‒9]. 

The vibration signals in OFPS consist of noises, 

interferences, and intrusion signals. Here, noises are 

background for OFPS. Interferences with high 

power enable may lead to fibers vibrate. However, 

the vibration does no harm to the fibers and 

pipelines. In other words, interferences are harmless. 

In addition, harmful signals from digging, hitting, 

and mechanical vibrations are harmful. In OFPS, a 

number of scholars have researched on the signal 

processing for OFPS. According to the previous 
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study, signals can be extracted by refraction or 

reflection system [10‒14]. Here, Zengguang Qin, 

from Ottawa University, Canada, closely studied the 

distribution of optical fiber vibration sensors which 

laid theoretical basis for the signal extraction in 

OFPS [14]. Meanwhile, most scholars are inclined 

to recognize harmful intrusions based on analyzing 

vibration signals directly. The team, from Tian Jin 

University, China, put forward a method to classify 

various vibration signals through support vector 

machine (SVM) [7]. However, with an increase in 

background complexity degree, interference cases 

are variable. Therefore, it is of great necessity to 

eliminate interferences and noises before recognition. 

Meantime, the detection accuracy can be improved 

by this proposal. 

In this paper, we propose a new detection 

method to remove noises and interferences. From 

our early studies, we found that the vibration signals 

are non-stationary in the time dimension and its 

background distribution can be divided into two 

orthogonal Gaussian noises. At the same time, the 

envelope of synthesis signal obeys Rayleigh 

distribution. These features are identical to the 

requirements of constant false alarm rate (CFAR). 

Consequently, we are advised conducting the spatial 

detection by applying CFAR firstly. The traditional 

CFAR can be divided into three parts which are 

CA-CFAR [15], OS-CFAR [16], and A-CFAR [17]. 

In our system, the CA-CFAR is applied because it 

has an outstanding detection performance in the 

homogeneous background and relatively low 

computation cost. The corresponding threshold is 

derived by the given constant false alarm rate. Then 

the noised can be removed. Yet powerful 

interference exists on practical surrounding which is 

supposed to be detected by CFAR [18‒20]. We can 

draw the conclusion that the interference needs 

further dispose. On the other hand, the result of 

detection can be presented as a binary image which 

means alarming and non-alarming, respectively. 

Therefore, dilation and erosion (DE), borrowed from 

image processing, is considered in OFPS. Here, 

dilation is used to bridge little disconnect cases 

within continuous alarm points. Meantime, erosion 

is applied to remove some discrete alarm points 

which are some false alarm points with high 

probability. In brief, interferences are supposed to be 

wiped off effectively. 

In addition, we conducted practical tests for 
three typical time and space in Men Tou Gou district, 
Beijing. Various data were dealt by the new method 

which is provided in this paper. The results show 
that the detection method is very valid to improve 
the detection performance of harmful intrusions. 

2 Detection method 

2.1 Detection method outline 

OFPS mainly comprises hardware and software 

modular. Its general structure is shown in Fig. 1. Its 

working principle can be listed as follows. 

 
Fig. 1 General structure of OFPS. 

(1) The light impulses are produced by the 

hardware modular and transmitted in the optical 

fibers; 

(2) The changing refractive index of fiber, which 

is caused by elastic-optic effect, results in the 

change in light intensity. Finally, this kind of change 

returns to the hardware modular. 

(3) The detection results of intrusions can be 

obtained by the signal processing and shown in the 

host computer.  

The flow charts of the detection method which is 

presented in this paper are shown in Fig. 2. In 

detecting, noises eliminated by CFAR and 

interferences removed by DE are performed 

successively. After processing, the types of data vary 

distinctly. Firstly, the original data consist of noises, 
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interferences, and intrusions. After the CFAR 

detection, massive noises are eliminated. Then, the 

interferences are removed by DE. In other words, 

data after detection only include intrusions. 

 
Fig. 2 Procedure of detection method. 

2.2 Principle of provided method 

The principle of CFAR and DE will be declared 
in this section. Meantime, we illustrate some 
workable rules in the view of OFPS. 

2.2.1 CFAR 

CFAR is a detection method which can derive 
threshold adaptively in accordance with the defined 
constant false alarm rate Pf0. The structure of 

CA-CFAR can be got by [15]. The test cell is 
surrounded by protection cells which are also 
surrounded by N reference cells. The reference cells 

are considered as the detection background. Firstly, 
the noise level can be obtained for different CFAR 
methods. Then, the threshold can be confirmed. 

Finally, the test cell is compared with corresponding 
threshold. If the test cell is great, the alternative 
hypothesis H1 is fulfilled, giving an alarm to the test 

cell. Otherwise, null hypothesis, H0, is achieved, and 
test cell is identified as noise. The derivations of 
specific formulas can be seen as follows. 

The background of OFPS is Gaussian noise, of 

which the envelope follows Rayleigh distribution and 

its square obeys exponential distribution. Hence, its 

probability distribution function (PDF) is modeled 
as 
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where x denotes vibration signals. If vibration 
signals only consist of noises, then μ equals the 
variance of noises, 2. Otherwise, =2(1+SNR) 
and SNR are the signal-to-noise rate (SNR). 
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where T is multiplier of threshold, Z denotes noise 
level, fz(z) is PDF of Z, Ez() represents a mean of Z, 
and H0 is null hypothesis. 
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where MZ() represents moment generating function 
(MGF) of Z. 

Hence, the false alarm probability, Pf, is only 
decided by T when the distribution of Z is confirmed. 
T can be obtained by designing. Pf0 is a designed 

false alarm probability before the detection. 
CA-CFAR is typical of ML-CFAR, and we 

usually write Z as 

1

N

i
i

Z x


                 (4) 

where N is the data quantity of reference cell. 

If the signals of reference cell are independent 
and identically distributed (IID), an excellent 
detection performance will be guaranteed. Moreover, 

exponential distribution is a special case of Gamma 
when =1. 
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where Г() is a Gamma function, and  and  are 

two parameters, ν~G(, ). 
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Furthermore, the accumulation of random 
variables obeying the same Gamma distribution also 
follows a Gamma distribution. Here,  needs to be 
accumulated. 

Hence, Z obeys the following Gamma 
distribution: 

 2,2Z G N  .          (6) 

We can obtain Mν(u)=(1+u) with ν~G(, ). 
According to (3), the false alarm probability of 
CA-CFAR is 
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Hence, threshold multiplier can be identified as 
1/
0 1N

fT P  .            (8) 

In addition, the detection threshold S is 
S Z T  .             (9) 

Finally, the test cell is compared with the 
corresponding threshold S. If the test cell is great, it 
is thought as an alarm point. Otherwise, the test cell 
is identified as noise. 

2.2.2 DE 

(1) Dilation 
Translating structural element A for X results in 

Ax. If the intersection of Ax and X is not null, give a 
tag for x. Assemble of X, which satisfies the above 
feature, is the so called dilation of X by A. We write 
it as 

 | XX A x A x     .      (10) 

The method of dilation is comparing points in A 
with those in X one by one. If a point in A is in X, 
then the corresponding point in X is the image. 
Therefore, we apply it to bridge the gap of alarms in 
OFPS. 

(2) Erosion 
Translating structural element A of x results in Ax. 

If Ax is included in X, give a tag to x. Assemble of x, 
which satisfies the above-mentioned feature, is the 
so called erosion of X by A. We can express it as 

 | X XX A x A x A    .      (11)
 

The rule of erosion is doing the same steps like 
dilation. If the points in A are all included in X, then 

the points in X should be maintained. Otherwise, 
they do not belong to the erosion results of X by A. 
Hence, the disconnected points which have been 
dilated are finally eliminated by erosion in OFPS. 

After vast simulation experiments, we found that 
(1, 1, … , 1)100×1 and (1, 1, … , 1)1000×1 can be 
considered as structural elements in DE of OFPS, 

respectively. 

3. Experiment and analysis 

The practical objections of OFPS are shown in 
Fig. 3, which are optical fibers, optical fiber fusion 
splicer, signal processing bar, and software display 
in Figs. 3(a)–(d), respectively. 

      
(a)                       (b) 

     
(c)                      (d) 

Fig. 3 Practical objections of OFPS: (a) optical fibers, (b) fusion 
splicer, (c) signal processing board, and (d) software display. 

To verify the reliability and efficiency of 
algorithm proposed in this paper, we conducted 
practical tests in Men Tou Gou district of Beijing, 
China. Three kinds of intrusion results are listed in 
this paper, which are digging, hitting, and electric 
breaker. Three cases of experiment are shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 Experiment background. 

Cases Vibration types Situation (km) Time (ms) 

Case 1 Digging 
41 
50 
51 

1500‒6000 
500‒7500 
0‒7500 

Case 2 Hitting 
47 
48 
58 

0‒7500 
0‒7500 
0‒7500 

Case 3 Electric breaker
41 
47 
51 

0‒7500 
0‒7500 

2000‒6000 
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The cases of experiments are shown as follows: 
• Case 1: The event of digging occurs at 41 km, 

50 km, and 51 km. Their durations are 1500 ms- 
6000 ms, 500 ms-7500 ms, and 0 ms-7500 ms, 
respectively. 

• Case 2: The event of hitting occurs at 47 km,  
48 km, and 58 km. Their durations are all the same in 
0 ms-7500 ms. 

• Case 3: The event which is caused by electric 
breaker occurs at 41 km, 47 km, and 51 km. Their 
durations are 0 ms-7500 ms, 0 ms-7500 ms, and 
2000 ms-6000 ms, respectively. 

3.1 CFAR results 

The consequences of processing the three sets of 

data by CA-CFAR are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 Results of CFAR: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, and (c)  
Case 3. 

According to the analysis of Fig. 4, the 

conclusions that we can obtain are listed as follows: 

• Case 1: In Fig. 4(a), digging signals at 41 km, 

50 km, and 51 km can be detected. Meanwhile, the 

vibration time is corresponded to the practical one. 

However, the interference at 16 km-28 km and    

42 km-49 km can be detected through CFAR as well. 

• Case 2: In Fig. 4(b), signals caused by hitting at 

47 km, 48 km, and 58 km can be detected. And the 

vibration time is the same with the one in reality. Yet 

the interference at 18 km-41 km are also detected by 

CFAR. 

• Case 3: In Fig. 4(c), signals of electric breaker 

at 47 km, 48 km, and 51 km are detected. Meantime, 

the vibration time is consistent with the actual time. 

But interference at 18 km, 24 km, and 29 km are 

detected by CFAR likewise. 

According to above experiments, we can draw 

the conclusion that intrusion signals can be detected 

efficiently. However, interferences with high power 

are detected by CFAR. So they need to do further 

processing to eliminate interferences. 

3.2 DE results 

The data after CFAR are disposed by DE and the 

results are shown in Fig. 5. 

Some conclusions can be obtained as follows: 

• Case 1: In Fig. 5(a), digging at 41 km, 50 km, 

and 51 km can be detected. Meanwhile, the vibration 

time is corresponded to the practical one. 

Interferences detected by CFAR are eliminated 

effectively as well. 

• Case 2: In Fig. 5(b), signals caused by hitting at 

47 km, 48 km, and 58 km are detected. The vibration 

time is the same with the one in reality. Interferences 

detected by CFAR are also eliminated effective. 

• Case 3: In Fig. 5(c), signals of electric breaker 

at 47 km, 48 km, and 51 km are detected. Meantime, 

the vibration time is consistent with the actual time. 

Interferences detected by CFAR are eliminated 

effectively likewise. 

Through the processing of DE, we can find that 
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interferences are supposed to be validly eliminated. 

Meanwhile, real intrusions are detected effectively. 
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Fig. 5 Results of DE: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, and (c) Case 3. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

According to the features of vibration signals, a 

brand-new method based on CFAR and DE is 

proposed in this paper to detect harmful intrusion 

signals. The method consists of two parts, noise 

elimination by CFAR and interference removal by 

DE. In the former part, CA-CFAR is adopted. It is 

the simplest one in a class of spatial CFARs and 

performs brilliantly in the homogeneous background. 

In addition, intrusion signals and interference of 

high power can be detected efficiently after the 

space-dimensional detection. Yet interference still 

exists after CFAR which cannot remove 

interferences. In the latter part, DE, which is 

introduced from the image processing, is adopted to 

do the further procession. From the results, the 

interferences are eliminated effectively. Field test 

data are used to verify the reliability of the proposed 

detection method. The measured data were collected 

in Men Tou Gou district of Beijing, China. After 

processing, the time and situations of intrusion 

signals can be located precisely and clearly. In other 

words, pre-warning function is achieved. 
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